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ABSTRACT

For an all-pay sealed-bid auction of an item for which each bidder’s realized

value can depend on every bidder’s privately observed signal, existence of

equilibria in behavioral strategies is established using only the assumption

that bidders’ value functions and the density function of signals are posi-

tive and continuous on a product of intervals. Such equilibria have atomless

distributions of bids and thus are not affected by how tied bids are resolved.
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Abstract. For an all-pay sealed-bid auction of an item for which each bidder’s realized

value can depend on every bidder’s privately observed signal, existence of equilibria in

behavioral strategies is established using only the assumption that bidders’ value functions

and the density function of signals are positive and continuous on a product of intervals.

Such equilibria have atomless distributions of bids and thus are not affected by how tied

bids are resolved.

1. Introduction

The theory of auctions developed initially without general theorems on existence of equi-

libria. Recently, Jackson and Swinkels [5] establish existence for a wide variety of auctions

and double auctions with private values, i.e. those in which each bidder observes directly his

values of traded items. For auctions with interdependent values, the prevalent tactic follows

Milgrom and Weber [7] in assuming that each bidder’s private information is represented

by a real-valued signal, his realized value of the item is a continuous monotone function of

all signals, and the joint density of signals satisfies the affiliation inequality. Because these

assumptions yield monotone pure strategies, and thus exclude atoms in the distribution of

optimal bids, they circumvent payoff discontinuities due to tie-breaking rules. For a first-

price sealed-bid auction of a single item, the most general existence theorem using a similar

formulation is by Reny and Zamir [8]. However, de Castro [1] emphasizes that affiliation

is a strong assumption.1 The most general analysis with weaker assumptions is by Jack-

son, Simon, Swinkels, and Zame [4], who establish existence of an equilibrium when ties

are resolved endogenously based on bidders’ reports of their observed signals, and truthful

reporting is incentive compatible.
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1The affiliation inequality requires essentially that signals are non-negatively correlated on every product

of intervals. De Castro [1, Theorem 3.1] proves that the subset of continuous density functions that violate
the affiliation inequality is open and dense. He examines several weaker properties and establishes for some
that there need not exist equilibria in monotone pure strategies.
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This paper considers an all-pay auction of a single item with an exogenous tie-breaking

rule. Rather than assuming symmetry and affiliation as in Krishna and Morgan [6, §4], we
assume only that bidders’ value functions and the density function of signals are positive

and continuous. The main result establishes existence of equilibria in which for every bid

there is zero probability of a tie, and thus the tie-breaking rule has no effect. As in [2, 3] for

a first-price auction, these equilibria of an all-pay auction are obtained as essential equilibria

of a modified auction obtained by slightly altering how bidders respond to possibilities of

tied bids.

2. The Auction Game

We consider an N -player game G that represents an all-pay sealed-bid auction of a single

item. In the extensive form of the game, first Nature specifies a profile s = (s1, . . . , sN) of

signals, one for each bidder n = 1, . . . , N , according to a distribution F . Then each bidder

n observes his own signal sn and chooses a bid bn(sn). He wins the item if his bid is strictly

higher than others’ bids; or when tied with others’ bids, if he is selected by an exogenous

tie-breaking rule. Finally, bidder n’s payoff is vn(s)− bn(sn) if he wins the item and −bn(sn)

otherwise.2

We impose the following assumption on the joint distribution of signals.

Assumption: [Distribution of Signals]

(1) The set of possible signal profiles is a product set S =
∏

n Sn. Each bidder’s set of

possible signals is the same closed real interval, say Sn = [0, 1].

(2) The distribution F of signal profiles has a density f : S → ℝ that is continuous and

positive.3

For each n let Sn be the collection of Borel measurable subsets of Sn and let ¸n be the

Lebesgue measure on Sn. Similarly, S−n is the Borel measurable subsets of S−n =
∏

m∕=n Sm

and ¸−n is the Lebesgue measure on S−n.

For each bidder n and his signal sn, let Fn(⋅∣sn) be the conditional distribution of the signals

s−n of n’s opponents, and let fn(⋅∣sn) be its density function. Assumption (2) ensures that

bidder n’s conditional densities fn(⋅∣sn) : S−n → ℝ indexed by his signal sn ∈ Sn are an

equicontinuous family.

We impose the following assumption on bidders’ value functions.

Assumption: [Bidders’ Value Functions]

2If Nature also chooses unobserved components !̃ of a bidder’s realized value ṽn(s, !̃) then his value is
vn(s) = E[ṽn(s, !̃)∣s].

3This assumption can be weakened: the distribution F needs only to be absolutely continuous w.r.t. the
product of its marginal distributions.
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(3) The set of possible profiles of realized values is the product set V =
∏

n Vn. Each

bidder’s set of possible values is the same closed real interval, say Vn = [v∗, v∗], where

0 ⩽ v∗ < v∗.

(4) The joint valuation function v : S → V is continuous.

(5) For each n and signal sn ∈ Sn, bidder n’s value vn(sn, ⋅) is positive outside of a set

with ¸−n measure zero in S−n.
4

In view of Assumption (3) it suffices to assume that for each bidder the feasible set of bids

is the interval B = [0, v∗]. Denote the collection of Borel measurable subsets of B by B.

Because the game has perfect recall, we specify a bidder’s strategy in behavioral form

as mixtures over bids conditional on his signals. A behavioral strategy for bidder n is a

transition-probability function ¾n(⋅∣⋅) : B× Sn → [0, 1] such that for each signal sn, ¾n(⋅∣sn)
is a probability measure on B; and for each event A ∈ B, ¾n(A∣⋅) is a measurable function

on Sn.
5 Let Σn be n’s set of behavioral strategies, and define Σ =

∏
n Σn.

For each n let Σ−n =
∏

m∕=nΣm and B−n =
∏

m∕=nB. For each n and ¾−n ∈ Σ−n,

define a transition-probability function ¾̃−n : B−n × S−n → [0, 1] by ¾̃−n(B−n∣s−n) =∏
m∕=n ¾m(Bm∣sm) for every product B−n =

∏
m∕=nBm of measurable sets. This is a homeo-

morphism of Σ−n onto its image, so to reduce notation we use ¾−n for the function ¾̃−n as

well. And, we write ¾−n(C) when Bm = C for every m ∕= n.

We endow behavioral strategies with the topology of weak convergence; i.e. a sequence ¾k
n

of strategies in Σn converges to ¾n iff for every continuous function ´ : B → ℝ and each

event Wn ∈ Sn,

∫

Wn

∫

B

´(b) d¾k
n(b∣sn) dsn →

∫

Wn

∫

B

´(b) d¾n(b∣sn) dsn .

With this topology, Σn is a compact (metrizable) space.6 7

Say that a bid b is a point of continuity of n’s strategy ¾n if ¾n({ b }∣⋅) is zero ¸n-a.e. on

Sn. That is, for almost no signal sn does n bid b with positive probability. Similarly, say

4This assumption is imposed for expositional simplicity. Without it, there might be an equilibrium with
positive probability of ties at the bid zero, but in this event each bidder’s value is zero, so any tie-breaking
rule would suffice.

5Strictly speaking, a behavioral strategy is an equivalence class of transition-probability functions, where
¾n is equivalent to ¾′

n if ¾n(⋅∣sn) = ¾′
n(⋅∣sn) ¸n-a.e. on Sn.

6This definition is weaker than requiring (¸n-a.e. on Sn) pointwise weak convergence of the sequence of
distributions ¾k

n(⋅∣sn). An equivalent definition requires that the displayed integral be u.s.c. (resp. l.s.c.) for
each function ´ that is u.s.c. (resp. l.s.c.).

7Instead of the Lebesgue measure ¸−n on S−n, if one uses the measure Fn(⋅∣sn) for some signal sn ∈ Sn

then it represents bidder n’s interim belief after receiving his signal sn. By Assumption (2) on F , for every
signal sn the induced topology on the profiles ¾−n is the same.
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that b is a point of continuity of ¾−n if ¾−n({ b }∣⋅) = 0 ¸−n-a.e. on S−n. In particular, the

probability is zero that b is the highest bid among n’s opponents.

For the auction game G the expected payoff to a bidder n when his signal is sn, he bids b,

and each m ∕= n uses strategy ¾m ∈ Σm is

¼n(sn, b, ¾−n) =

∫

S−n

vn(sn, s−n)Pn(s−n∣b, ¾−n)fn(s−n∣sn) ds−n − b ,

where Pn(s−n∣b, ¾−n) is his probability of winning. If ties are broken with equal probabilities

for all high bidders then this probability is

Pn(s−n∣b, ¾−n) =
∑

M⊂N∖n
(1/[∣M ∣+ 1])

( ∏
m∈M

¾m({ b }∣sm)
)( ∏

m/∈M
¾m([0, b)∣sm)

)
,

with the convention that if the subset M of opponents who bid b is empty then the first

product above is 1, or if M = N ∖ n then the second product is 1. If opponents’ strategies

do not generate atoms in the distribution of the maximum of their bids then this expected

payoff simplifies to

¼n(sn, b, ¾−n) =

∫

S−n

vn(sn, s−n)

( ∏

m∕=n

¾m([0, b)∣sm)
)
fn(s−n∣sn) ds−n − b .

3. The Auxiliary Game

This section specifies an auxiliary game G∗ that is exactly the same as the auction game

G specified in Section 2 except for a change in the way a bidder responds to the possibility

of tied bids.

For each bidder n, bid b, and profiles s−n and ¾−n of opponents’ signals and strategies,

define the following two probabilities:

¾−n(b
+∣s−n) =

∏

m∕=n

¾m([0, b])∣sm) and ¾−n(b
−∣s−n) =

∏

m∕=n

¾m([0, b)∣sm) ,

which differ only in opponents’ probabilities of the bid b. We use these to define the following

alternative payoff functions. For each (sn, b, ¾−n) ∈ Sn ×B × Σ−n,

¼+
n (sn, b, ¾−n) =

∫

S−n

vn(sn, s−n)¾−n(b
+∣s−n)fn(s−n∣sn) ds−n − b ,

¼−
n (sn, b, ¾−n) =

∫

S−n

vn(sn, s−n)¾−n(b
−∣s−n)fn(s−n∣sn) ds−n − b .

Note that ¼+
n (sn, b, ¾−n) envisions winning if n’s bid b exceeds or matches his opponents’ bids,

whereas ¼−
n (sn, b, ¾−n) envisions winning only if n’s bid b exceeds his opponents’ bids. Since
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the valuation function is non-negative, ¼+
n and ¼−

n represent best- and worst-case payoffs

from ties.

If ¾−n has no points of discontinuity then both ¼+
n and ¼−

n agree with n’s payoff function

¼n in the auction game G. More generally, if bk ↓ b then ¼+
n (sn, b

k, ¾−n) and ¼−
n (sn, b

k, s−n)

converge to ¼+
n (sn, b, ¾−n), and if bk ↑ b then they converge to ¼−

n (sn, b, ¾−n).

Now define the auxiliary game G∗ as follows. Given ¾−n ∈ Σ−n, say that n’s bid b is an

optimal reply when his signal is sn if ¼+
n (sn, b, ¾−n) ⩾ ¼−

n (sn, c, ¾−n) for all bids c ∈ B. That

is, the best-case payoff from b must be as large as the worst-case payoff from any other bid.

The following lemma establishes the continuity properties of the best-case and worst-case

payoffs. Its proof is an immediate consequence of the choice of topology.

Lemma 3.1. The payoff functions ¼+
n and ¼−

n : Sn × B × Σ−n → ℝ are upper and lower

semi-continuous respectively.

For each (sn, ¾−n) ∈ Sn ×Σ−n let Án(sn, ¾−n) ⊂ B be the set of bidder n’s optimal replies

to ¾−n when his signal is sn.

Lemma 3.2. The correspondence Án : Sn × Σ−n ↠ B is upper semi-continuous and has

nonempty and compact images.

Proof. For each sn and ¾−n the function ¼+
n is upper semi-continuous in b and hence attains

a maximum over B. Any maximizer of ¼+
n is trivially an optimal reply and hence Án has

nonempty images. The other two properties follow from the fact that ¼+
n is u.s.c. while ¼−

n

is l.s.c. □

Let Φn : Σ−n ↠ Σn be the correspondence that assigns to each strategy ¾−n of n’s

opponents the set of n’s strategies ¾n such for each signal sn ∈ Sn the support of ¾n(⋅∣sn)
is a nonempty subset of Án(sn, ¾−n). Then Φn is an u.s.c. correspondence with nonempty,

compact, and convex images. And so too is the optimal-reply correspondence Φ : Σ ↠ Σ

obtained as the product Φ(¾) =
∏

n Φn(¾−n). By the Fan-Glicksberg fixed-point theorem,

therefore, Φ has a fixed point that is an equilibrium of the auxiliary game G∗.

An equilibrium of G∗ is not necessarily an equilibrium of the auction game G. However,

those equilibria of G∗ with nonatomic distributions of bids are equilibria of G.
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4. Existence of Equilibria for the Auction Game

This section establishes that an equilibrium exists for the auction game G, regardless of

the tie-breaking rule. This is done by showing that the auxiliary game G∗ has an equilibrium

with nonatomic bid distributions that is then an equilibrium of the auction game G.8

Theorem 4.1. The auction game G has an equilibrium in behavioral strategies. In partic-

ular, it has an equilibrium in which ties among the highest bids occur with zero probability.

The remainder of this section is devoted to proving this existence theorem. One begins with

the observation that the optimal-reply correspondence Φ defined above has essential sets of

fixed points. An essential set has the property that every sufficiently small perturbation of Φ

has a fixed point arbitrarily close to the set. To exploit this property we construct a sequence

of perturbed auxiliary games Gk that induce a sequence of perturbed correspondences Φk.

We then show that the limit points of equilibria of the perturbed games, obtained as fixed

points of the perturbed correspondences, are equilibria of both G∗ and the auction game G.

The perturbed games Gk are obtained simply by supposing that a bidder’s bid is distorted

by noise before it is received by the auctioneer.

The sequence of perturbed games Gk is constructed as follows. For each positive integer k,

the strategy sets in the game Gk are the same as in the auction game G and in the auxiliary

game G∗. However, when bidder n bids b the auctioneer perceives n’s bid as the sum of b

and a random variable uniformly distributed on the interval [−1/k, 1/k]. Thus, the payoff

functions are defined as follows. First, for each bid b ∈ B let ¹k
b be the uniform distribution

over the interval [b − 1/k, b + 1/k]. Next, for each strategy ¾k
n of each bidder n, define a

transition-probability distribution ¾̃k
n from Sn to Bk ≡ [−1/k, v∗ + 1/k] via its distribution

function

¾̃k
n([−1/k, b]∣sn) =

∫

B

∫ b

−1/k

d¹k
c (b

′) d¾k
n(c∣sn) .

Then ¾̃k
n([−1/k, b]∣sn) is the probability that the bid from n received by the auctioneer is

no more than b, given that bids are subject to noise. For each n and each strategy profile

¾−n, the corresponding product profile induces a product transition-probability function over

Bk
−n. Finally, the payoff to bidder n when his signal is sn, he bids bn ∈ B, and his opponents

play the strategy-profile ¾−n is

¼k
n(sn, b, ¾−n) =

∫

Bk

¼+
n (sn, c, ¾̃

k
−n) d¹

k
b (c) ,

8We actually prove the following weaker property: for every bid b, there is at least one bidder n for whom
b is a point of continuity of ¾−n. This property is equivalent to the statement that the probability is zero of
b being the highest bid among n’s opponents. Thus, at every bid there is zero probability of a tie.
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where the domain of ¼+
n (sn, c, ¾−n) is extended now to include bids in Bk ∖B in the obvious

way.9

The payoff function ¼k
n is continuous in n’s bid b and therefore, as in the previous section,

the correspondence Ák
n that assigns to each (sn, ¾−n) the set of bids that are optimal for n

when his signal is sn in reply to opponents’ strategies ¾−n in game Gk is an u.s.c. corre-

spondence with nonempty and compact images. The induced optimal-reply correspondence

Φk : Σ ↠ Σ satisfies the conditions for existence of a fixed point, which is then an equilibrium

of Gk.

Hereafter, select a sequence of k’s for which a subsequence ¾k of equilibria of Gk converges

to some profile ¾∗ ∈ Σ.

Lemma 4.2. Let (skn, b
k) ∈ Sn ×B be a subsequence converging to (sn, b). Then:

¼+
n (sn, b, ¾

∗
−n) ⩾ lim sup

k
¼k
n(s

k
n, b

k, ¾k
−n) ⩾ lim inf

k
¼k
n(s

k
n, b

k, ¾k
−n) ⩾ ¼−

n (sn, b, ¾
∗
−n).

Proof. Fix " > 0. Since ¼+
n is upper semi-continuous and the sequence (skn, b

k, ¾k
−n) con-

verges to (sn, b, ¾
∗
−n), there exists K large enough such that for all k ⩾ K, ¼+

n (s
k
n, b

′, ¾k
−n) <

¼+
n (sn, b, ¾

∗
−n) + " for all b′ ∈ [b − 1/K, b + 1/K]. The payoff ¼k

n(s
k
n, b

k, ¾k
−n) is obtained as

the average of values of ¼+
n (s

k
n, b

′, ¾k
−n) for b′ in a smaller interval, so when k is very large

this implies that ¼+
n (sn, b, ¾

∗
−n) + " ⩾ lim supk ¼

k
n(s

k
n, b

k, ¾k
−n). Since " was arbitrary, this

establishes the first of the claimed inequalities. The proof for the inequality involving ¼−
n is

similar. □

For each k and each bidder n let µkn : Sn → ℝ be the function that assigns to each signal

sn the corresponding equilibrium payoff for n from the equilibrium ¾k of game Gk.

Lemma 4.3. The family of functions µkn is bounded and equicontinuous, and has a subse-

quence that converges to a continuous function µ∗n.

Proof. For each signal sn, bidder n’s equilibrium payoff µkn(sn) is in the interval [−1/k, v∗].

Therefore, the µkn’s are uniformly bounded. Equicontinuity follows from the continuity of vn

and the equicontinuity property of the conditional densities fn(⋅∣sn). Since the µkn’s are both
bounded and equicontinuous, they are totally bounded; hence there is a Cauchy subsequence

that is convergent. □

We assume hereafter that for each bidder n the sequence µkn is itself the Cauchy subsequence

identified in the above lemma.

9In this definition, one could equivalently replace ¼+
n with ¼−

n or, indeed, any function that agrees with
¼+
n at bids that are points of continuity of ¾m.
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Lemma 4.4. For ¸n-a.e. signal sn of bidder n, every bid b in the support of ¾∗
n(⋅∣sn) is an

optimal reply to ¾∗
−n in the auxiliary game G∗ and ¼+

n (sn, b, ¾
∗) = µ∗n(sn).

Proof. We first show that ¼+
n (sn, b, ¾

∗) ⩽ µ∗n(sn) for all sn and b. Indeed, if this is not

true for some (sn, b), then if necessary by replacing b with a slightly higher bid, we can

assume that b is a point of continuity and ¼+
n (sn, b, ¾

∗) = ¼−
n (sn, b, ¾

∗) > µ∗n(sn). There is

now a closed neighborhood Tn of sn such that the corresponding inequality is strict for all

tn ∈ Tn. Therefore, for all large k, ¼
k
n(tn, b, ¾

k) > µkn(tn) for all tn: indeed, otherwise there is a

sequence tkn converging to some tn ∈ Tn such that limk ¼
k
n(tn, b, ¾

k) = ¼+
n (tn, b, ¾

∗) ⩽ µ∗n(tn),

which is impossible by construction of Tn. Since µkn(tn) is the equilibrium payoff of tn in

the game Gk, the inequality ¼k
n(tn, b, ¾

k) > µkn(tn) is itself impossible, which proves that

¼+
n (sn, b, s

∗) ⩽ µ∗n(sn) for all sn and b.

LetXn be the set of (sn, b) such that ¼+
n (sn, b, ¾

∗
−n) = µ∗n(sn). By the upper semi-continuity

of ¼+
n and the continuity of µ∗n, it follows from the previous paragraph that Xn is a closed

set and that if b is a best reply for sn against ¾∗ then (sn, b) ∈ Xn. We claim that for

each (sn, b) /∈ Xn there exists an open neighborhood W ×C such that
∫
W
¾∗
n(C∣sn) dsn = 0,

which would complete the proof of the Lemma. To prove this claim, choose any open

neighborhood W × C of (sn, b) such that its closure is contained in (Sn × B) ∖ X. We

assert that for all large k, ¼k
n(s

′
n, c, ¾

k
−n) < µkn(s

′
n) for all (s

′
n, c) ∈ W × C. Indeed, otherwise

there exists a sequence (skn, c
k) converging to some (s′n, c) in the closure of W × C and such

that ¼k
n(s

k
n, c

k, ¾k
−n) = µkn(s

k
n) for all k, and then limk ¼

k
n(s

k
n, c

k, ¾k
−n) = µ∗n(s

′
n). But that is

impossible since, by Lemma 4.2, limk ¼
k
n(s

k
n, c

k, ¾k
−n) ⩽ ¼+

n (s
′
n, c, ¾

∗
−n), while by construction,

¼+
n (s

′
n, c, ¾

∗
−n) < µ∗n(s

′
n). Therefore, for all large k, ¼k

n(s
′
n, c, ¾

k
−n) < µkn(s

′
n) for all (s′n, c) ∈

W × C as asserted. Since the bids in C are suboptimal against ¾k
−n for signals in W for all

large k, it follows that
∫
W
¾k
n(C∣sn) dsn = 0 for all such k. By the lower semi-continuity of

the indicator function on the open set C,
∫
W
¾∗
n(C∣sn) dsn = 0, which proves the claim. □

Thus ¾∗ is an equilibrium of the auxiliary game G∗. The final lemma shows that ¾∗ is also

an equilibrium of the auction game G.

Lemma 4.5. For the equilibrium ¾∗, at every bid there is zero probability of a tie.

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that a tie occurs with positive probability at some bid b ∈ B.

For each bidder n let Tn(b) be the subset of n’s signals sn such that ¾∗
n({ b }∣sn) > 0.

Let N(b) be the set of bidders n such that Tn(b) has positive measure. By supposition,

∣N(b)∣ ⩾ 2, and since b might be a highest bid,
∫
Sm

¾∗
m([0, b)∣sm) dsm > 0 for all m /∈ N(b).

Let T (b) =
∏

n∈N(b) Tn(b)
∏

n/∈N(b) Sn.
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Choose " > 0 such that the points b ± " are points of continuity of ¾∗ and such that for

each n ∈ N(b) and sn ∈ Tn(b),

2" <

∫

T−n(b)

vn(sn, s−n)

⎛
⎝ ∏

n∕=m∈N(b)

¾∗
m([b± "]∣sm)

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝ ∏

m/∈N(b)

¾∗
m([0, b+ "]∣sm)

⎞
⎠ qn(s−n)fn(s−n∣sn) ds−n ,

where [b± "] is the interval [b− ", b + "], for every measurable function qn : T−n(b) → [0, 1]

such that its conditional expectation satisfies

∫
T−n(b)

qn(s−n)
(∏

n∕=m∈N(b) ¾
∗
m([b± "]∣sm)

)(∏
m/∈N(b) ¾

∗
m([0, b+ "]∣sm)

)
ds−n

∫
T−n(b)

(∏
n∕=m∈N(b) ¾

∗
m([b± "]∣sm)

∏
m/∈N(b) ¾

∗
m([0, b+ "]∣sm)

)
ds−n

⩾ N(b)− 1

N(b)
.

Assumption (5) assures that such an " exists since if not then there exists a sequence "l

converging to zero, for some n ∈ N(b) a sequence sln in Tn(b) converging to some sn, and

a sequence qln converging to some qn satisfying the conditional expectation inequality and

such that

∫

T−n(b)

vn(s, s−n)

⎛
⎝ ∏

n∕=m∈N(b)

¾∗
m(b∣sm)

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝ ∏

m/∈N(b)

¾∗
m([0, b]∣sm)

⎞
⎠ qn(s−n)fn(s−n∣sn) ds−n = 0,

which implies that vn(sn, ⋅) is zero on a subset of T−n(b) with positive Lebesgue measure,

contradicting Assumption (5).

For each k, n ∈ N(b), and s−n ∈ T−n(b), let

¾̂k
−n(s−n) =

⎛
⎝ ∏

n∕=m∈N(b)

¾k
m([0, b+ "+ 1/k]∣sm)−

∏

n∕=m∈N(b)

¾k
m([b± "]∣sm)

⎞
⎠ ∏

m/∈N(b)

¾k
m([0, b+"+1/k]∣sm) .

For each n ∈ N(b), let ¿ kn be a transition function from Tn(b) to [b ± "] given by ¿ kn(⋅∣sn) =
¾k
n(⋅∣sn) and let ¿̄ kn be its normalized transition-probability function given by ¿̄ kn(⋅∣sn) =

(¿ kn([b± "]∣sn)−1
¿ kn(⋅∣sn). Because b± " are points of continuity of ¾∗

n and ¾∗
n({ b }∣sn) > 0 for

all sn ∈ Tn(b), the limit ¿̄ ∗n is well-defined and given by ¿̄ ∗n(⋅∣sn) = (¾∗
n([b± "]∣sn)−1¾∗

n(⋅∣sn).
Also, for each b′ ∈ [b± ("+ 1/k)] and n ∈ N(b), define ¿̃ kn(b

′∣sn) by

¿̃ kn(b
′∣sn) =

∫

c∈[b±"]

∫ b′

b−"−1/k

d¹k
c (b

′′) d¿ kn(c∣sn) .

Finally, observe that for each s ∈ T (b) and n ∈ N(b),

pkn(s) =
∏

m/∈N(b)

¾k
m([0, b+"+1/k]∣sm)

∫

c∈[b±"]

∫

b′∈[b±("+1/k)]

( ∏

n∕=m∈N(b)

¿̃ km(b
′∣sm)

)
d¹k

c (b
′) d¿ kn(c∣sn)
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is the probability that when the signal profile is s ∈ T (b), all bidders in N(b) choose a bid in

[b±"], all bidders not in N(b) bid at most b+"+1/k and n has the highest bid among the bid-

ders in N(b). Note that
∑

n∈N(b) p
k
n(s) =

∏
n∈N(b) ¿

k
n([b±"]∣sn)

∏
n/∈N(b) ¾

k
n([0, b+"+1/k]∣sn).

Let p̄kn(s) be the normalized probability obtained as p̄kn(s) = (
∑

m∈N(b) p
k
m(s))

−1
pkn(s). Extend

the definition of pkn(⋅) and p̄kn(⋅) to product subsets T̃ (b) of T (b) as follows:

pkn(T̃ (b)) =

∫

T̃ (b)

pkn(s) ds,

and let p̄kn(T̃ (b)) be the normalization of pkn(T̃ (b)). By going to a subsequence, we obtain

well-defined limit functions p∗n and p̄∗n.

Now observe that if n ∈ N(b), sn ∈ Tn(b), bidder n plays the strategy ¿̄ kn(⋅∣sn) in the game

Gk, and 1/k < ", then the payoff ¼k
n(sn, ¿̄

k
n , ¾

k
−n)—which equals sn’s equilibrium-payoff µkn(sn)

in Gk—is no more than the payoff bidder n would get if the following events occur: (0) all

his opponents “intend” to bid no more than b+ "+ 1/k (i.e. their bids before perturbation

are no more than b + "); (1) the bid n pays is at least b − "; and (2) he wins in one of the

following three mutually exclusive events:

(a) s−n /∈ T−n(b); or

(b) s−n ∈ T−n(b) but at least some bidder m ∈ N(b) intends with positive probability to

bid outside [b± "]; or

(c) s−n ∈ T−n(b) and each opponent m ∈ N(b) intends to bid in [b± "] and the outcome

of the perturbed game Gk is that n’s bid is the highest among the bidders in N(b).

The gross payoff (before subtracting the cost of the bid that is at least b−") from event (2a)

is: ∫

s−n /∈T−n(b)

vn(s)¾
k
−n([0, b+ "+ 1/k]∣s−n)f(s−n∣sn) ds−n ;

from event (2b), it is:
∫

s−n∈T−n(b)

vn(s)¾̂
k
−n(s−n)f(s−n∣sn) ds−n ;

and from event (2c) it is:

∫

s−n∈T−n(b)

vn(s)

⎛
⎝ ∏

n∕=m∈N(b)

¾k
m([b± "]∣sm)

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝ ∏

m/∈N(b)

¾k
m([0, b+ "+ 1/k]∣sm)

⎞
⎠ p̄kn(s)f(s−n∣sn) ds−n .

Going to the limit, we have that for each sn ∈ Tn(b) the gross payoff from bidding according

to ¿ ∗n equals limk ¼
k
n(sn, ¿̄

∗
n, ¾

∗) + (b − ") = µ∗n(sn) + (b − ") and is no more than the limit
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of the sum of the above three terms. Observe that this limit would be exactly the gross

payoff from bidding b + ", i.e. would equal ¼+
n (sn, b + ", ¾∗) + b + " if p̄∗n(sn, s−n) = 1 for

all s−n ∈ T−n(b). However, p̄∗n(Tn(b)) ⩽ 1/N(b) for some n ∈ N(b), since necessarily these

probabilities sum to 1. Therefore, for this n and signals sn in a subset T ∘
n(b) of Tn(b) with

non-zero measure, p̄∗n(sn, T−n(b)) ⩽ 1/N(b). Given any sn ∈ T ∘
n(b), for each s−n ∈ T−n(b),

define qn(s−n) = 1− p̄∗n(sn, s−n). Then

∫
T−n(b)

qn(s−n)
(∏

n∕=m∈N(b) ¾
∗
m([b± "]∣sm)

)(∏
m/∈N(b) ¾m([0, b+ "]∣sm)

)
ds−n

∫
T−n(b)

(∏
n∕=m∈N(b) ¾

∗
m([b± "∣sm)

∏
m/∈N(b) ¾m([0, b+ "]∣sm)

)
ds−n

⩾ N(b)− 1

N(b)
.

Let ¼∗
n(sn) be the limit of event (2c) and let ¼∗

n(sn) be the limit with p∗n(s) replaced uniformly

by 1 (as were n surely to win). Then ¼∗
n(sn)− ¼∗

n(sn) equals

∫

s−n∈T−n(b)

vn(s)

⎛
⎝ ∏

n∕=m∈N(b)

¾∗
m([b± "]∣sm)

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝ ∏

m/∈N(b)

¾∗
m([0, b+ "]∣sm)

⎞
⎠ qn(s−n)f(s−n∣sn) ds−n ,

which is strictly greater than 2" due to the choice of " > 0. Therefore, ¼∗
n(sn) > ¼∗

n(sn) + ".

But this implies that for each signal sn ∈ T ∘
n(b) the bid b + " is a better reply against ¾∗

than b, which contradicts Lemma 4.4. Hence the probability of a tie at the bid b must be

zero. □

Lemma 4.4 establishes that ¾∗ is an equilibrium of the auxiliary game G∗, and Lemma 4.5

verifies that it is also an equilibrium of the auction game G because ties have zero probability.

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.

5. Concluding Remark

This paper fills a gap in the literature on auctions by proving existence of equilibria for

an all-pay sealed-bid auction of a single item for which bidders have interdependent values,

using only the assumption that payoffs and the signal density are positive and continuous on

a product of intervals. Since these equilibria have atomless bid distributions, the probability

of tied bids is zero, and therefore they are immune to tie-breaking rules. Because the method

of proof circumvents discontinuities due to tied bids, it may be useful in other specifications

of auctions’ payment rules. The gist is that a slight modification of how bidders respond

to possibilities of tied bids yields a well-defined fixed-point problem for which fixed points

in an essential set have atomless bid distributions, and thus those in essential sets are also

equilibria of the auction regardless of the tie-breaking rule.
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ABSTRACT

For two symmetric bidders, weak monotonicity conditions are shown to imply

existence of an equilibrium in mixed behavioral strategies for a sealed-bid

first-price auction of an item for which each bidder’s value depends on every

bidder’s observed signal. Such an equilibrium has atomless distributions of

bids and thus is unaffected by how tied bids are resolved.



EXISTENCE OF EQUILIBRIA IN AUCTIONS

WITH INTERDEPENDENT VALUES:
TWO SYMMETRIC BIDDERS

SRIHARI GOVINDAN AND ROBERT WILSON

Abstract. For two symmetric bidders, weak monotonicity conditions are shown to imply

existence of an equilibrium in mixed behavioral strategies for a sealed-bid first-price auction

of an item for which each bidder’s value depends on every bidder’s observed signal. Such an

equilibrium has atomless distributions of bids and thus is unaffected by how tied bids are

resolved.

1. Introduction

This paper studies a sealed-bid first-price auction of a single item. It introduces a new

method to prove existence of an equilibrium in mixed behavioral strategies. An indirect con-

struction yields an equilibrium with nonatomic distributions of bids, thereby circumventing

discontinuities due to tie-breaking rules.

First one establishes existence of equilibria for a modified formulation with a novel specifi-

cation of how bidders choose their bids. For this modified formulation there is a well-defined

fixed-point problem for which equilibria are the solutions. Moreover, there exist essential sets

of fixed points for which every small perturbation of the problem has a nearby fixed point.

The second step considers such perturbations derived by perturbing bidders’ payoffs. One

then establishes that limit points of equilibria for these perturbed versions have no atoms in

the distributions of bids. The probability of tied bids is therefore zero, which implies that

these limit equilibria are equilibria of the original auction regardless of the tie-breaking rule.

For the proof here it suffices to consider perturbations in which each bidder anticipates that

his submitted bid will be slightly distorted by noise before it is received by the auctioneer.

Date: February 2010. This paper can be downloaded from
gsbapps.stanford.edu/researchpapers/library/RP2057.pdf.
Key words and phrases. auction, bidding, signals, interdependent values, common value, equilibrium

strategies, existence.
JEL subject classifications: C72, D44.
We are grateful to Philip Reny for comments. Wilson’s work was funded partly by a grant from the

U.S. National Science Foundation.
2
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This method is applied to establish existence of equilibria in behavioral strategies when

bidders’ values are interdependent.1 That is, each bidder n observes a private signal sn,

submits a bid bn(sn), and then obtains a payoff that is nonzero only if his bid wins, in which

case his payoff is vn(s1, s2, . . .) − bn(sn), where his realized value vn depends on the signals

s1, s2, . . . observed by all bidders. Interdependent values occur, for example, when bidders’

signals are informative about an unobserved common-value component. The existence theo-

rem, Theorem 4.1 below, assumes that (a) the joint distribution of signals has a positive and

continuous density on a hypercube, (b) bidders’ value functions are continuous and nonde-

creasing over the same domain and range, and (c) a family of conditional expectations of a

bidder’s value are strictly increasing in his signal (see Assumption 6 below).

For simplicity here we consider only the case of two bidders who are symmetric ex ante and

establish existence of a symmetric equilibrium. The extension to auctions withN asymmetric

bidders is provided in a separate paper.

2. The Auction Game

We consider a two-player game G that represents a first-price sealed-bid auction for a

single item. In the extensive form of the game, first Nature specifies a profile s = (s1, s2)

of signals, one for each bidder n = 1, 2, according to a distribution F . Then each bidder n

observes his own signal sn and chooses a bid bn(sn). Finally, bidder n’s payoff is vn(s)−bn(sn)

if he wins the item and zero otherwise. He wins if his bid is strictly higher than others’ bids,

or when tied with others’ bids, if he is selected by a tie-breaking rule.

We impose the following assumptions on the distribution of signals.

Assumption: [Distribution of Signals]

(1) The set of possible signal profiles is a product set S =
∏

n Sn. Each bidder’s set of

possible signals is the same real closed interval, say Sn = [0, 1].

(2) The distribution F of signal profiles has a density f that is positive and continuous

on S.2

For each n, let Sn be the Borel measurable subsets of Sn and let ¸n be the Lebesgue measure

on Sn.

When considering bidder n, his opponent is denoted m. For each bidder n and his signal

sn, let Fn(⋅∣sn) be the conditional distribution of the signals sm of n’s opponent, and let

1For the special case of private values, [3] provides a simpler proof.
2This assumption can be weakened considerably: the distribution F need only be absolutely continuous

with respect to the product of its marginal distributions.
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fn(⋅∣sn) be its density function. Assumption (2) ensures that bidder n’s conditional densities

fn(⋅∣sn) : Sm → ℝ indexed by his signal sn ∈ Sn are an equicontinuous family.

We impose the following assumptions on bidders’ value functions.

Assumption: [Distributions of Values]

(3) The set of possible profiles of realized values is a product set V =
∏

n Vn. Each

bidder’s set of possible values is the same real closed interval, say Vn = [v∗, v∗], where

v∗ < v∗.

(4) The joint valuation function v : S → V is continuous.

(5) For each bidder n his value function vn : S → Vn is nondecreasing in his opponent’s

signal sm.

(6) For each bidder n and each non-null, measurable set Tm of Sm, the conditional ex-

pectation of n’s value given Tm and n’s signal sn, namely3

∫
Tm

vn(sn, sm)fn(sm∣sn) dsm∫
Tm

fn(sm∣sn) dsm ,

is strictly increasing in n’s signal sn.

Assumption (6) is stronger than requiring that bidder n’s value vn is strictly increasing in his

signal sn. It requires that a higher signal implies a higher expected value even when bidder n

conditions on an informative event about his opponent’s signal. The following lemma shows

that Assumption (6) is equivalent to a seemingly stronger property, which is used in our

proofs.

Lemma 2.1. Assumption (6) holds iff for each non-null measurable function ¯m : Sm →
[0, 1],

∫
Sm

vn(sn, sm)¯m(sm)fn(sm∣sn) dsm∫
Sm

¯m(sm)fn(sm∣sn) dsm ,

is strictly increasing in n’s signal sn.

Proof. Sufficiency is obvious. As for the necessity of the condition, suppose Assumption (6)

holds. Fix a non-null measurable function ¯m : Sm → [0, 1] and two signals s < s′. The

functions vn(s̃n, ⋅)fn(⋅∣s̃n) and fn(⋅∣s̃n) for s̃n = sn, s
′
n induce non-atomic measures on Sm

(via the Lebesgue measure on Sm). By a standard purification theorem (see for instance,

[2, Theorem 4]) there exists a non-null, measurable function ˜̄
m : Sm → [0, 1] that is an

3Here and later the integral is computed using the Lebesgue measure on Sm.
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indicator function and such that for each s̃n = sn, s
′
n,

∫
Sm

vn(s̃n, sm)¯m(sm)fn(sm∣s̃n) dsm∫
Sm

¯m(sm)fn(sm∣s̃n) dsm =

∫
Sm

vn(s̃n, sm) ˜̄m(sm)fn(sm∣s̃n) dsm∫
Sm

˜̄
m(sm)fn(sm∣s̃n) dsm

,

which proves the result. □

Lastly, the present exposition requires that bidders are symmetric ex ante.

Assumption: [Symmetry of Players]

(7) The distribution function F and the joint valuation function v are symmetric with

respect to bidders.

In view of Assumption (3) it suffices to assume that for each bidder the feasible set of bids

is the interval B = [v∗, v∗], the same as the interval of the bidder’s possible values. Denote

the Borel measurable subsets of B by B.

Because the game has perfect recall, we specify a bidder’s strategy in behavioral form

as mixtures over bids conditional on his signals. A behavioral strategy for bidder n is a

transition probability function ¾n(⋅∣⋅) : B× Sn → [0, 1] such that for each signal sn, ¾n(⋅∣sn)
is a probability measure on B; and for each event A ∈ B, ¾n(A∣⋅) is a measurable function

on Sn.
4 Let Σn be the set of behavioral strategies of bidder n.

Endow behavioral strategies with the topology of weak convergence; i.e. a sequence ¾k
n of

strategies in Σn converges to ¾n iff for every continuous function ´ : B → ℝ and each event

On ∈ Sn, ∫

On

∫

B

´(b) d¾k
n(b∣sn) dsn →

∫

On

∫

B

´(b) d¾n(b∣sn) dsn .

With this topology, Σn is a compact (metrizable) space.5 Instead of the Lebesgue measure

¸n on Sn, if one uses the measure Fm(⋅∣sm) for some signal sm ∈ Sm of bidder m ∕= n then it

represents bidder m’s interim belief after receiving his signal sm. By Assumption (2) on F ,

for all m and sm the induced topology on Σn is the same.

Remark: It is convenient here to work with behavioral strategies rather than distributional

strategies. Note however that given a behavioral strategy ¾n of bidder n and a signal sm of

bidder m ∕= n there is for bidder m a well-defined conditional belief that is the distributional

4Strictly speaking a behavioral strategy is an equivalence class of transition probability functions, where
¾n is equivalent to ¾′

n if ¾n(⋅∣sn) = ¾′
n(⋅∣sn) ¸n-a.e. on Sn.

5This definition is weaker than requiring (a.e. on Sn) pointwise weak convergence of the sequence of
distributions ¾k

n(⋅∣sn). An equivalent definition requires that the displayed integral be u.s.c. (resp. l.s.c.) for
each function ´ that is u.s.c. (resp. l.s.c.).
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strategy &n(¾n, sm) defined on Sn ×B by

&n(¾n, sm)(On × C) =

∫

On

¾n(C∣sn)fm(sn∣sm) dsn ,

where On ×C is the event that n’s signal sn ∈ On ∈ Sn and n’s bid is in C ∈ B. The family

of distribution functions &n is continuous on Σn × Sm; in particular, the expectation w.r.t.

&n(¾n, sm) of any real-valued continuous (or u.s.c. or l.s.c) function on Sn ×B is continuous

(or u.s.c. or l.s.c., respectively) w.r.t. (¾n, sm). ∙
Say that a bid b ∈ B is a point of continuity of n’s strategy ¾n if ¾n({ b }∣sn) is zero ¸n-a.e.

on Sn, i.e. for almost no signal does n bid b with positive probability. The set of bids that

are not points of continuity of ¾n is countable. Moreover, if ¾k
n is a sequence of strategies

converging to ¾n and b is a point of continuity of ¾n then, since the indicator function for

b is u.s.c.,
∫
Sn

¾k
n({b}∣sn) dsn converges to zero. Therefore there exists a subsequence such

that ¾k
n({ b }∣⋅) converges ¸n-a.e. on Sn to zero.

For the auction game G the expected payoff to a bidder n when his signal is sn, he bids

bn, and m uses strategy ¾m ∈ Σm is

¼n(sn, bn, ¾m) =

∫

Sm

[vn(sn, sm)− b][¾m([v∗, bn)∣sm) + 1

2
¾m({ bn }∣sm)]fn(sm∣sn) dsm .

Consistent with the assumed symmetry of the bidders, the coefficient 1
2
assumes that the

tie-breaking rule gives the bidders equal chances of winning in the event of a tie at the bid

bn, but actually the tie-breaking rule has no role in the sequel.

3. The Auxiliary Game

This section specifies an auxiliary game G∗ that is exactly the same as the auction game

G specified in Section 2 except for a change in the way a bidder responds to the possibility

of tied bids.

Before specifying the game G∗, first define for each bidder n the following alternative

payoff functions. For each (sn, bn, ¾m) ∈ Sn ×B × Σm,

¼̂n(sn, bn, ¾m) =

∫

Sm

[vn(sn, sm)− bn]¾m([v∗, bn)∣sm)fn(sm∣sn) dsm ,

¼̄+
n (sn, bn, ¾m) =

∫

Sm

[vn(sn, sm)− bn]
+¾m({ bn }∣sm)fn(sm∣sn) dsm ,

¼̄−
n (sn, bn, ¾m) =

∫

Sm

[vn(sn, sm)− bn]
−¾m({ bn }∣sm)fn(sm∣sn) dsm .
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Note that ¼̂n(sn, bn, ¾m) envisions winning if n’s bid bn strictly exceeds m’s bid, whereas

¼̄+
n (sn, bn, ¾m) and ¼̄−

n (sn, bn, ¾m) envision only the event that n’s bid bn is tied with m’s bid.

The latter two differ according to whether n receives the positive or negative part of the

payoff vn(sn, sm)− bn, corresponding to the best and worst scenarios.

Now define ¼+
n = ¼̂n + ¼̄+

n and ¼−
n = ¼̂n + ¼̄−

n . Then ¼+
n and ¼−

n represent the best and

worst payoffs from ties. Note that if m’s strategy ¾m does not generate any atoms in the

distribution of m’s bids then ¼̄+
n = ¼̄−

n = 0 and therefore both ¼+
n and ¼−

n agree with n’s

payoff function ¼n in the auction game G. The following lemma establishes the continuity

properties of the best and worst payoff functions ¼+
n and ¼−

n .

Lemma 3.1. The payoff functions ¼+
n and ¼−

n : Sn × B × Σm → ℝ are upper and lower

semi-continuous, respectively.

Proof. Let (skn, b
k
n, ¾

k
m) be a sequence converging to (sn, bn, ¾m). Let S

0
m be the set of signals

s0m of m such that vn(sn, s
0
m) = bn. S0

m is a closed interval [s0m, s
0
m] since n’s value vn is

continuous and nondecreasing in sm. Fix " > 0. Take the " interval around S0
m and choose

0 < ± ⩽ " such that for k large enough, bkn belongs to the interval bn±± and vn(s
k
n, sm)−bn+±

is negative if sm ⩽ s0m − " and positive if sm ⩾ s0m + ". Then

¼+
n (s

k
n, b

k
n, ¾

k
m) ⩽

∫
sm<s0m−"

[vn(s
k
n, sm)− bn + ±]¾k

m([v∗, bn − ±)∣sm)fn(sm∣skn) dsm
+

∫
sm⩾s0m+"

[vn(s
k
n, sm)− bn + ±]¾k

m([v∗, bn + ±]∣sm)fn(sm∣skn) dsm
+

∫
s0m±"

[vn(s
k
n, sm)− bn + ±)]+¾k

m([v∗, bn + ±]∣sm)fn(sm∣skn) dsm .

Going to the limit, one sees that lim supk ¼
+
n (s

k
n, b

k
n, ¾

k
m) on the left side is no more than

the right side of the above inequality with (skn, b
k
n, ¾

k
m) replaced by its limit. Now choose a

sequence of "’s and thus ±’s decreasing to zero. Then one obtains ¼+
n (sn, bn, ¾m) as the limit

of the right-hand side, which proves that ¼+
n is upper semi-continuous. The proof of the

lower semi-continuity of ¼−
n is similar. □

Now define the auxiliary game G∗ as follows. Given m’s strategy ¾m, say that n’s bid bn is

an optimal reply when his signal is sn if ¼+
n (sn, bn, ¾m) ⩾ ¼−

n (sn, c, ¾m) for every bid c ∈ B.

That is, the best payoff from bn must be as good as the worst payoff from any other bid.

For each (sn, ¾m) let Án(sn, ¾m) be the set of bidder n’s optimal replies to ¾m when n’s

signal is sn.

Lemma 3.2. The correspondence Án : Vn × Σm ↠ B is upper semi-continuous and has

nonempty and compact images.

Proof. For each signal sn of bidder n and strategy ¾m of m, the function ¼+
n is upper semi-

continuous in n’s bid b and hence attains a maximum over B. Any maximizer of ¼+
n is
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trivially an optimal reply and hence Án has nonempty images. The other two properties

follow from the fact that ¼+
n is u.s.c. while ¼−

n is l.s.c. □

Let Φn : Σm ↠ Σn be the correspondence that assigns to each strategy ¾m of m the set of

n’s strategies ¾n such for each signal sn ∈ Sn the support of ¾n(⋅∣sn) is a nonempty subset of

Án(sn, ¾m). Then Φn is an upper semi-continuous correspondence with nonempty compact

and convex images. And so too is the optimal-reply correspondence Φ : Σ ↠ Σ obtained

as the product of Φn and Φm. The Fan-Glicksberg fixed-point theorem therefore implies

that Φ has a fixed point. Hence the auxiliary game G∗ has an equilibrium. The symmetry

of the bidders implies further that there is a symmetric fixed point and thus a symmetric

equilibrium of G∗.

An equilibrium of G∗ is not necessarily an equilibrium of the auction game G. However,

those equilibria of G∗ with nonatomic distributions of bids are equilibria of G.

4. Existence of Equilibria for the Auction Game

This section establishes that a symmetric equilibrium exists for the auction game G,

regardless of the tie-breaking rule. This is done by showing that the auxiliary game G∗ has a

symmetric equilibrium with nonatomic bid distributions that is then a symmetric equilibrium

of the auction game G.

Theorem 4.1. The auction game G has a symmetric equilibrium. In particular, it has a

symmetric equilibrium with no atoms in the distribution of any bidder’s bids.

The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of this existence theorem. Through-

out, by a fixed point or an equilibrium we mean a symmetric one. One begins with the

observation that the optimal-reply correspondence Φ defined above has essential sets of fixed

points. Each one of these sets has the property that every sufficiently small perturbation

of Φ has a fixed point arbitrarily close to the set. To exploit this property we construct

a sequence of perturbed auxiliary games Gk converging to G∗ that induce a sequence of

perturbed correspondences Φk converging to Φ. We then show that limit points of equilibria

of the perturbed games, obtained as fixed points of the perturbed correspondences, have

nonatomic bid distributions. Hence, these limits points are equilibria of both G∗ and the

auction game G. The perturbed games Gk are obtained simply by supposing that a bidder’s

bid is distorted by noise before it is received by the auctioneer.

The sequence of perturbed games Gk is constructed as follows. For each positive integer k,

the strategy sets in the game Gk are the same as in the auction game G and in the auxiliary

game G∗. However, when bidder n bids b the auctioneer perceives n’s bid as the sum of b
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and a random variable uniformly distributed on the interval [−1/k, 1/k]. Thus, the payoff

functions are defined as follows. First, for each bid b ∈ B let ¹k
b be the uniform distribution

over the interval [b−1/k, b+1/k]. Next, for each strategy ¾k
m of bidder m, define a transition

probability distribution ¾̃k
m from Sm to Bk ≡ [v∗−1/k, v∗+1/k] via its distribution function

¾̃k
m([v∗ − 1/k, b]∣sm) =

∫

B

∫ b

v∗−1/k

d¹k
c (b

′) d¾k
m(c∣sm) .

Then ¾̃k
m([v∗ − 1/k, b]∣sm) is the probability that the bid from m received by the auctioneer

is no more than b, given that bids are subject to noise. Finally, the payoff to bidder n when

his signal is sn, he bids bn ∈ B, and his opponent plays the strategy ¾m is

¼k
n(sn, b, ¾m) =

∫

Bk

¼+
n (sn, c, ¾̃

k
m) d¹

k
b (c) ,

where the domain of ¼+
n (sn, c, ¾m) is extended now to include bids in Bk ∖B in the obvious

way.6

The payoff function ¼k
n is continuous. As in the previous section, therefore, the correspon-

dence Ák
n that assigns to each (sn, ¾m) the set of bids that are optimal for n when his signal

is sn in reply to m’s strategy ¾m in game Gk is an u.s.c. correspondence with nonempty

and compact images. The induced optimal-reply correspondence Φk : Σ ↠ Σ satisfies the

conditions for existence of a fixed point, which is then an equilibrium of Gk.

Select a subsequence of k’s diverging to infinity for which a sequence ¾k of equilibria of the

perturbed games Gk converges to some strategy profile ¾∗ ∈ Σ. Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 below

establish first that ¾∗ is an equilibrium of the auxiliary game G∗, and then that it is also an

equilibrium of the auction game G because the probability of tied bids is zero. Preceding

these are two preliminary lemmas that establish bounds on the equilibrium payoffs in Gk

and G∗, and continuity of bidders’ equilibrium payoff functions as functions of their signals.

In the course of these lemmas, convergent subsequences are selected to ensure regularity

properties.

Lemma 4.2. Let (skn, b
k
n) be a subsequence converging to (sn, bn). Then:

¼+
n (sn, bn, ¾

∗
m) ⩾ lim sup

k
¼k
n(s

k
n, b

k
n, ¾

k
m) ⩾ lim inf

k
¼k
n(s

k
n, b

k
n, ¾

k
m) ⩾ ¼−

n (sn, bn, ¾
∗
m) .

Proof. Fix any small " > 0. Since ¼+
n is upper semi-continuous and (skn, b

k
n, ¾

k
m) converges

to (sn, bn, ¾
∗
m), there exists K large enough such that for all k ⩾ K, ¼+

n (s
k
n, b

′
n, ¾

k
m) <

¼+
n (sn, bn, ¾

∗
m) + " for all b′n ∈ [bn − 1/K, bn + 1/K]. The payoff ¼k

n(s
k
n, b

k
n, ¾

k
m) is obtained as

6In this definition, one could equivalently replace ¼+
n with ¼−

n or, indeed, any function that agrees with
¼+
n at bids that are points of continuity of ¾m.
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the average of values of ¼+
n (s

k
n, b

′
n, ¾

k
m) for b′n in a smaller interval, so when k is very large

this implies that ¼+
n (sn, bn, ¾

∗
m) + " ⩾ lim supk ¼

k
n(s

k
n, b

k
n, ¾

k
m). Since " was arbitrary, this

establishes the first of the claimed inequalities. The proof for the inequality involving ¼−
n is

similar. □

For each k and each bidder n let µkn : Sn → ℝ be the function that assigns to each signal

sn the corresponding equilibrium payoff of bidder n from the equilibrium ¾k of game Gk.

Lemma 4.3. The family of functions µkn is bounded and equicontinuous, and has a subse-

quence that converges to a continuous function µ∗n : Sn → ℝ.

Proof. For each signal sn, bidder n’s equilibrium payoff is clearly in the interval [−1/k, v∗ −
v∗ + 1/k]. Therefore, the µkn’s are uniformly bounded. Equicontinuity follows from the

continuity of vn and the equicontinuity of the conditional densities fn(⋅∣sn). Since the µkn’s

are both bounded and equicontinuous, they are totally bounded; hence there is a Cauchy

subsequence that is convergent. □

Assume hereafter that for each n the sequence µkn is itself the Cauchy subsequence identified

in the above lemma. The next lemma establishes that ¾∗ is an equilibrium of the auxiliary

game G∗.

Lemma 4.4. For a.e. signal sn of bidder n, every bid b in the support of ¾∗
n(⋅∣sn) is an

optimal reply to ¾∗
m in the auxiliary game G∗.

Proof. Let Xn be the set of (sn, b) ∈ Sn ×B such that ¼+
n (sn, b, ¾

∗
m) ⩾ µ∗n(sn). By the upper

semi-continuity of ¼+
n and the continuity of µ∗n, Xn is a closed set. We claim that for each

(sn, b) /∈ Xn, there exists an open neighborhoodWn×C such that
∫
Wn

¾∗
n(C∣sn) dsn = 0. This

suffices to prove the lemma since ¼−
n (sn, c, ¾

∗
m) ⩽ µ∗n(sn) by Lemma 4.2. To prove this claim,

choose any open neighborhood Wn × C of (sn, b) such that its closure is contained in (Sn ×
B)∖Xn. We assert that for all large k, ¼k

n(s
′
n, c, ¾

k
m) < µkn(s

′
n) for all (s

′
n, c) ∈ Wn×C. Indeed,

otherwise there exists a sequence (skn, c
k
n) in Wn×C converging to some (s′n, cn) in the closure

of Wn × C and such that ¼k
n(s

k
n, c

k
n, ¾

k
m) = µkn(s

′
n) for all k, and then limk ¼

k
n(s

k
n, c

k
n, ¾

k
m) =

µ∗n(s
′
n). But that is impossible since, by Lemma 4.2, limk ¼

k
n(s

k
n, c

k
n, ¾

k
m) ⩽ ¼+

n (s
′
n, cn, ¾

∗
m),

while by construction, ¼+
n (s

′
n, cn, ¾

∗
m) < µ∗n(s

′
n). Therefore, for all large k, ¼k

n(s
′
n, c, ¾

k
m) <

µkn(s
′
n) for all (s

′
n, c) ∈ Wn×C as asserted. Since the bids in C are suboptimal against ¾k

m for

signals in Wn for all large k, it follows that
∫
Wn

¾k
n(C∣sn) dsn = 0 for all such k. By the lower

semi-continuity of the indicator function on the open set C,
∫
Wn

¾∗
n(C∣sn) dsn = 0, which

proves the claim. □
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H∗(b−) + �k,0

H∗(b−) + �k,1

Atom of size � at bid b

H̄k

H∗

Bids
3/k 3/k

bk,0 bk,1

0 1Parameter t

b

Figure 1

We now prove the key lemma, which asserts that in the equilibrium ¾∗ of G∗ each bidder’s

strategy induces a nonatomic distribution of his bids.

Lemma 4.5. Every bid b is a point of continuity of ¾∗
m, i.e.

∫
Sm

¾∗
m({ b }∣sm) dsm = 0.

Proof. Fix a bid b ∈ B. For each bidder m let Wm ⊂ Sm be the set of signals sm such

that ¾∗
m({ b }∣sm) > 0. Suppose to the contrary that

∫
Wm

¾∗
m({ b }∣sm) dsm ≡ ´ > 0 for some

bidder m. Since we are considering a symmetric equilibrium, the same holds for his opponent

n as well. For each bid c, and for each j = k or ∗ define the bid distribution functions

Hj(c) =

∫

Sm

¾j
m([v∗, c]∣sm) dsm and Hj(c−) =

∫

Sm

¾j
m([v∗, c)∣sm) dsm .

In particular, H∗(b) = H∗(b−) + ´. Also for each k define the expectation

H̄k(c) =

∫

Bk

Hk(c′) d¹k
c (c

′) .

Based on the Lebesgue measure of signals, Hj is the distribution function of bids by bidder

m when he plays the strategy ¾j
m, and H̄k is the expectation of Hk when m’s received bids

are perturbed via the k-th uniform distribution. Clearly H̄k is a continuous function on Bk.

We now study the supposed atom of ¾∗
m of size ´ at b by zooming in on small intervals

around it that shrink as k → ∞. On these intervals we study the equilibria ¾k of the

perturbed games Gk to establish that their limit, the equilibrium ¾∗ of G∗, has no atoms

in the distribution of bids. The gist of the proof is to show that if k is large then bidder

n’s optimal replies avoid bidding b, instead preferring to bid more or less than b. For the

following construction it may be helpful to refer to the illustrative example in Figure 1.
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Consider a sequence ´k in the interior of the unit square. Represent each ´k as the pair

(´k,0, ´k,1). Let b̃k,0 be the highest bid c such that H̄k(c) = H∗(b−) + ´k,0, and similarly b̃k,1

is the lowest bid c such that H̄k(c) = H∗(b−) + ´k,1. Hereafter suppose that the sequence is

such that ´k converges to (0, ´) and both b̃k,0 and b̃k,1 converge to b. Define bk,0 = b̃k,0 − 3/k

and bk,1 = b̃k,1 + 3/k, which also converge to b.

Define ±k = bk,1 − bk,0 and "k = 1/(k±k). Then ±k > 6/k and 0 < "k < 1/6. Now select a

subsequence such that "k converges to some limit point "∗ in [0, 1/6]. Observe that "∗ = 0 iff

k[bk,1−bk,0] diverges to infinity. Define the intervals T k = [2"k, 1−2"k] and T ∗ = [2"∗, 1−2"∗].

Next rescale bids in the interval [bk,0, bk,1], using instead the parameter t ∈ T ≡ [0, 1]. For

each k, define the linear function ³k : T → [bk,0, bk,1] via ³k(t) = bk,0+ ±kt. In the following a

bid b̂ in the interval [bk,0, bk,1] is represented by the parameter t̂ for which b̂ = ³k(t̂) and we

refer to b̂ and t̂ interchangeably.

For a bid parameter t ∈ ["k, 1− "k], the bid ³k(t) is in the interval [bk,0 + 1/k, bk,1 − 1/k].

Recall that if the bid ³k(t) is chosen then the bid received by the auctioneer is ³k(t) plus

a noise term that is uniformly distributed on the interval [−1/k, 1/k]. Hence the uniform

distribution of received bids in the interval [³k(t) − 1/k, ³k(t) + 1/k] induces via ³k a dis-

tribution ºk
t over corresponding parameters t′ in T , where the distribution ºk

t is uniform

over the interval [t − "k, t + "k]. If t ∈ [0, "k], then define ºk
t to be the distribution that

places probability (2"k)
−1
("k − t) on zero and assigns the rest of the probability uniformly

on (0, t + "k]. The distribution ºk
t for t ∈ [1 − "k, 1] is similarly defined, by having a mass

point at 1. Hereafter, ºk
t plays the role of the distribution of the received bid t′ conditional

on the chosen bid t. For each t ∈ T , as k goes to infinity one obtains a well-defined limit

distribution º∗
t that is uniform over the interval t± "∗ if t ∈ I∗.

The following definitions employ this rescaling.

For each k, from m’s strategy ¾k
m construct the induced transition function ¿ km : T ×Sm →

[0, 1] via its conditional distribution function

¿ km([0, t]∣sm) = ¾k
m([³

k(0), ³k(t)]∣sm) ,

which is the conditional probability given his signal sm that m’s bid parameter is in the

interval [0, t]. Also let ¿̄ km(⋅∣sm) = (¿ km(T ∣sm))−1
¿ km(⋅∣sm) be the normalized probability when

¿̄ km(T ∣sm) > 0, and otherwise let it be zero. Then ¿̄ km is a probability transition function on

Sm, with the measure on Sm that assigns to each S ′
m, the probability ¿ km(T ∣S ′

m)/¿
k
m(T ∣Sm).

Select a further subsequence of the k’s such that m’s induced bid distribution ¿ km and the

normalized version ¿̄ km converge to limits ¿ ∗m and ¿̄ ∗m respectively.
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Observe that
∫
Sm

¿ km([2"
k, 1 − 3"k]∣sm) dsm ⩾ ´k,1 − ´k,0, and since ´k,1 − ´k,0 converges

to ´, also
∫
Sm

¿ ∗m([2"
∗, 1 − 3"∗]∣sm) dsm ⩾ ´. This follows from the fact that for each k,

Hk(b̃k,0 − 1/k) ⩽ H∗(b−) + ´k,0 (since otherwise H̄k(b̃k,0) > H∗(b−) + ´k,0) and Hk(b̃k,1) ⩾
H∗(b−) + ´k,1.

For each j = k or ∗, each parameter t̃ ∈ ["j, 1 − "j], and each signal sm ∈ Sm, define

the conditional probability that m’s received bid parameter is in the interval [0, t̃] by its

conditional distribution function:

¿̃ jm([0, t̃]∣sm) =
∫

[0,1]

∫ t̃

0

dºt(t
′) d¿ jm(t∣sm) .

Also define for each bid parameter t ∈ T j = [2"j, 1 − 2"j] and m’s signal sm ∈ Sm the

conditional expectation of ¿̃ jm with respect to the induced noise distribution ºj
t of bidder n:

¿̂ jm(t∣sm) =
∫

[0,1]

¿̃ jm([0, t
′]∣sm) dºj

t (t
′) .

Note that ¿̃ jm([0, t]∣sm) and ¿̂ jm(t∣sm) are weakly increasing in t for each signal sm, since

¿ jm([0, t]∣sm) has that property and ºj
t is a family of distributions for which higher t implies

first-order stochastic dominance.

Observe that from bidder n’s perspective, in the perturbed game Gk, if he chooses t and

thus the bid ³k(t) then his probability of winning when m’s signal is sm and chooses a bid

parameter in T is ¿̂ km(t∣sm). (Because of the noise, the probability is zero that both bidders’

received bid parameters are any t′ ∈ T .)

Finally, for each k and each pair (sn, sm) of the bidders’ signals, denote by pkn(sn, sm) the

probability that n wins when he chooses a bid in T k = [2"k, 1− 2"k] given his signal sn and

m chooses a bid parameter in T given his signal sm. That is,

pkn(sn, sm) =

∫

Tk

¿̂ km(t∣sm) d¿ kn(t∣sn) .

Then ∏
n

¿ kn([2"
k, 1− 2"k]∣sn) ⩽

∑
n

pkn(sn, sm) ⩽
∏
n

¿ kn(T ∣sn) .

Define p̄kn(sn, sm) ≡ (pkn(sn, sm) + pkm(sm, sn))
−1
pkn(sn, sm).

Analogously, for each pair of measurable subsets (S̃n, S̃m) of the bidders’ signals, define

the probability

pkn(S̃n, S̃m) =

∫

S̃n×S̃m

pkn(sn, sm) dsn dsm ,
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and p̄kn(S̃n, S̃m) ≡ (pkn(S̃n, S̃m) + pkm(S̃m, S̃n))
−1
pkn(S̃n, S̃m).

The remainder of the proof is broken into five steps. Step 1 shows that the limit of the

parameterized version accurately represents a bidder’s limit strategy ¾∗
n.

Step 1. We claim that when viewed as sequences in L∞(Sn, ¸n), the space of bounded

¸n-measurable functions on Sn, in the weak*-topology: (a) ¿ kn(T ∣⋅) converges to ¾∗
n({ b }∣⋅),

and (b) ¾k
n([v∗, b

k,0)∣⋅) converges to ¾∗
n([v∗, b)∣⋅). To prove this, given a measurable subset

S̃n of Sn, let ´(S̃n) be
∫
S̃n

¾∗
n({ b }∣sn) dsn and let ´−(S̃n) =

∫
S̃n

¾∗
n([v∗, b)∣sn) dsn. For each

" > 0, choose bids b, b that are points of continuity of ¾∗
n such that b < b < b and such that

∫

S̃n

¾∗
n([v∗, b]∣sn) dsn ⩾ ´−(S̃n)− " and

∫

S̃n

¾∗
n([v∗b]∣sn) dsn ⩽ ´−(S̃n) + ´(S̃n) + " .

For all large k, b < bk,0 and bk,1 < b. Therefore,

lim sup
k

∫

S̃n

¿ kn(T ∣sn) dsn ⩽ ´(S̃n) + 2" and lim inf
k

¾k
n([v∗, b

k,0)∣sn) dsn ⩾ ´−(S̃n)− " .

Since " was arbitrary,

lim sup
k

∫

S̃n

¿ kn(T ∣sn) dsn ⩽ ´(S̃n) and lim inf
k

¾k
n([v∗, b

k,0)∣sn) dsn ⩾ ´−(S̃n) .

For an arbitrary "′ > 0 and all large k,
∫

Sn

¿ kn([2"
k, 1− 3"k]∣sn) dsn ⩾ ´ − "′/2 ,

while ∫

Sn∖S̃n

¿ kn(T ∣sn) dsn ⩽
∫

Sn∖S̃n

¿ ∗n(T ∣sn) dsn + "′/2 .

Therefore,
∫
S̃n

¿ kn(["
k, 1− "k]∣sn) dsn ⩾ ´(S̃n)− "′. Thus,

lim
k

∫

S̃m

¿ kn(["
k, 1− "k]∣sn) dsn =

∫

S̃m

¾∗
n({ b }∣sn) dsn .

Finally, for the " chosen at the beginning of this step, for large k
∫

S̃n

[¾k
n([v∗, b

k,0)∣sn) + ¿ kn(T ∣sn)] dsn ⩽ ´−(S̃n) + ´(S̃n) + " .

Hence, using the fact that ¿ kn converges to ¿ ∗n,

lim sup
k

∫
¾k
n([v∗, b

k,0)∣sn) dsn ⩽ ´−(S̃n) + " .
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Therefore, since " was arbitrary,

lim sup
k

∫
¾k
n([v∗, b

k,0)∣sn) dsn ⩽ ´−(S̃n) .

As seen above, lim infk ¾
k
n([v∗, b

k,0)∣sn) dsn ⩾ ´−(S̃n), so this completes Step 1. ∙
Recall thatWn ⊂ Sn is the set of n’s signals sn such that ¾∗

n({ b }∣sn) > 0 and by hypothesis

Wn has positive measure ´. From Step 1 it follows that ¿ ∗n(T ∣sn) = 0 for a.e. sn ∈ Sn ∖Wn,

while ¿ ∗n([2"
∗, 1 − 3"∗]∣sn) = ¾∗

n({ b }∣sn) for a.e. sn ∈ Wn. Also, by selecting a convergent

subsequence, pkn converges to a function p∗n and p̄kn converges to p̄∗n, with the property that

for each pair (S̃n, S̃m),

∏
n

∫

S̃n

¿ ∗n([2"
∗, 1− 3"∗]∣sn) dsn =

∑
n

p∗n(S̃n, S̃m).

To prepare for the next steps, for each k, signal sn, and a probability distribution ¹ over

T k, define

½kn(sn, ¹) =

∫

[0,1]

∫

Sm

[vn(sn, sm)− b]¿̂ km(t∣sm)fn(sm∣sn) dsm d¹(t) ,

which is approximately the portion of n’s expected payoff from bidding close to b when his

signal is sn and his bid is matched against bids of his opponent that are also close to b.

When n chooses the strategy ¿̄ kn(⋅∣sn), then this payoff is:

½kn(sn, ¿̄
k
n(⋅∣sn)) =

(
¿ kn(T ∣sn)

)−1
∫

Sm

[vn(sn, sm)− b]pkn(sn, sm)fn(sm∣sn) dsm.

Similarly, for a distribution ¹ over T , define

½∗n(sn, ¹) = sup
(skn,¹

k)→(s,¹)

lim sup
k

½kn(s
k
n, ¹

k).

Because of the equicontinuity of f and the continuity of v, we could take the sequence skn in

the above definition to be the constant sequence of sn.

Finally, let

»∗n(sn) =
∫

Sm

[v(sn, sm)− b]¾∗
m([v∗, b)∣sm)fn(sm∣sn) dsm,

which is n’s expected payoff based on m’s limit strategy ¾∗
m from bidding b and winning only

if m bids less.

Define #∗
n(sn) = µ∗n(sn) − »∗n(sn). Thus #∗

n(sn) is the amount by which the equilibrium

payoff µ∗n(sn) exceeds the payoff from bidding b and winning only if m’s bid is strictly less.

Hence #∗
n(sn) is n’s incremental payoff from winning with the bid b when matched with the
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same bid b by m. Steps 2 and 3 show that the incremental payoff #∗
n(sn) bounds the limit

½∗n(sn, ¹) of his payoff from bids close to b when his signal is sn and his bid is matched against

m’s bids close to b, and show that in fact these two payoffs are equal and positive if t is in

the support of his limit strategy ¿ ∗n(⋅∣sn) for those signals sn ∈ Wn for which n bids b with

positive probability in the equilibrium ¾∗.

Step 2. We claim that #∗
n(sn) ⩾ ½∗n(sn, ¹) for each signal sn and ¹. More specifically,

if (skn, ¹
k) is a sequence converging to (sn, ¹

k), then lim sup ½kn(s
k
n, ¹

k) ⩽ #∗
n(sn); and this

inequality holds as an equality if, letting ³k(¹k) be the distribution over bids induced by ¹k

via ³k, ¼k
n(s

k
n, ³

k(¹k)) = µkn(sn)—which is true, for e.g., if skn is generic and the support of

¹k is contained in the support of ¿ kn(⋅∣skn). To prove this claim, consider a sequence (skn, ¹
k
n)

converging to (sn, ¹n). Analogous to the definition of »∗n above, define

»kn(s
k
n) =

∫

Sm

[vn(s
k
n, sm)− b]¾k

m([v∗, b
k,0)∣sm)fn(sm∣skn) dsm .

Since ¾k
m([v∗, b

k,0)∣sm) converges to ¾∗
m([v∗, b)∣sm), »kn(skn) converges to »∗n(sn).

The difference ¼k
n(s

k
n, ³

k(¹k), ¾k
m)− »kn(s

k
n)− ½kn(s

k
n, ¹

k) is
∫

Tk

∫

Sm

∫

[0,1]

[b− ³k(t′)][¾k
m([v∗, b

k,0)∣sm) + ¿̃ km([0, t
′)∣sm)]fn(sm∣skn) dºt(t′) dsm d¹(t).

As k goes to infinity, ³k(t′) converges to b for all t′ ∈ [0, 1] and hence this difference converges

to zero. Therefore, for each sn and t, since ¼k
n(s

k
n, ³

k(¹k), b) ⩽ µkn(s
k
n), it follows that »

∗
n(sn)+

lim supk ½
k
n(s

k
n, ¹

k) ⩽ µ∗n(sn) = »∗n(sn) + #∗
n(sn) and this inequality holds with equality under

the given conditions as well. ∙
Step 3. For a.e. sn ∈ Wn:

0 < #∗
n(sn) =

(
¿ ∗n(T ∣sn)

)−1
(∫

Sm

[vn(sn, sm)− b]p∗n(sn, sm)f(sm∣sn) dsm
)
.

As in the previous step, it is easy to see that for each W ′
n,

lim
k

∫

W ′
n

¿ kn(T ∣sn)[¼k
n(sn, ³

k(¿̄ kn(T ∣sn)), ¾k
m)− »kn(sn)− ½kn(sn, ¿̄

k
n(⋅∣sn))] dsn = 0

where ³k(¿̄ kn(T ∣sn)) is the distribution over bids induced by ¿̄ kn . Since the strategies in

³k(¿̄ kn(T ∣sn)) are optimal for each sn, ¼
k
n(sn, ³

k(¿̄ kn([0, 1]∣sn), ¾k
m)) = µkn(sn). Also, the equicon-

tinuity of µkn and »kn imply that the left-hand side of the above equation equals:

∫

W ′
n

(
¿ ∗n(T ∣sn)[µ∗n(sn)− »∗n(sn)]−

∫

Sm

[vn(sn, sm)− b]p∗n(sn, sm)
)
fn(sm∣sn) dsn.
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As µ∗n(sn) = »∗n(sn) + #∗
n(sn), and W ′

n is an arbitrary subset of Wn, the claimed equality

follows.

To prove the positivity of #∗
n a.e. on Wn, we first show that it is non-negative. Suppose,

to the contrary, that #∗
n(sn) is negative for some sn. Then »∗n(sn) > µ∗n(sn). Obviously now

b > v∗, since otherwise »∗n(sn) = 0 and thus µ∗n(sn) would be negative, which is impossible.

Observe then that »∗n(sn) is the limit of ¼∗
n(sn, b

l, ¾∗
m) for a sequence bl of bids approaching b

from the left that are points of continuity of ¾∗
m. Therefore, one can choose b′ < b such that

b′ is a point of continuity of ¾∗
m and ¼∗

n(sn, b
′, ¾∗

m) > µ∗n(sn), which is impossible for generic

sn. Thus, #
∗
n(sn) is non-negative a.e.

Now fix a subsetW ′
n ofWn with positive measure. Then p∗n(W

′
n, Sm) > 0 since by symmetry

p∗n(W
′
n,W

′
n) = 1/2. Also for each sn ∈ W ′

n, #
∗
n(sn) ⩾ 0. Therefore,

∫
W ′

n

∫
Sm

vn(sn, sm)p
∗
n(sn, sm)fn(sm∣sn) dsm dsn∫

W ′
n

∫
Sm

p∗n(sn, sm)fn(sm∣sn) dsm dsn
⩾ b .

By Assumption (6) therefore, for each sn that is greater than the essential supremum of W ′
n:

∫
W ′

n

∫
Sm

vn(sn, sm)p
∗
n(s

′
n, sm)fn(sm∣sn) dsm ds′n∫

W ′
n

∫
Sm

p∗n(s′n, sm)fn(sm∣sn) dsm ds′n
> b .

Therefore, limk ½
k
n(sn, ¿̄

k
n(⋅∣W ′

n)) > 0, i.e. by mimicking the strategy of W ′
n, in the limit sn

obtains a positive payoff. By Step 2, this implies that #∗
n(sn) > 0 such an sn. Since W ′

n

was an arbitrary set of Wn with positive measure, we have that for all sn greater than the

essential infimum of Wn, #
∗
n(sn) > 0. ∙

Step 4. We claim that for a.e. sn ∈ Wn, p̄
∗
n(sn, ⋅) is weakly decreasing almost everywhere

on Wm. To prove this claim, for a subset W̃n of Wn with positive measure and x ∈ [0, 1], let

s̄m(x, W̃n) be the essential supremum of the set of m’s signals sm such that p̄∗n(W̃n, sm) ⩾ x.

If the claim is not true then there exists a set W̃n of positive measure and x ∈ (0, 1] such that

there is a positive measure of signals sm in [0, s̄m(x, W̃n)] ∩Wm for which p̄∗n(W̃n, sm) < x.

Choose two closed and disjoint subsets W 0
m and W 1

m of [0, s̄m(x, W̃n)] ∩Wm such that both

sets have positive measure and: (i) for each s0m ∈ W 0
m, s

1
m ∈ W 1

m, one has s0m < s1m; (ii)

p̄∗n(W̃n,W
0
m) < x and p̄∗n(W̃n,W

1
m) ⩾ x. Therefore, p̄∗m(W

0
m, W̃n)− p̄∗m(W

1
m, W̃n) > 0.

Since for each i = 0, 1, p̄km(W
i
m, W̃n) converges to p̄∗m(W

i
m, W̃n), we have that for a subse-

quence there exists for all k a pair (sk,im , tk,i) converging to some (s∞,i
m , t∞,0) such that: (i)

sk,im ∈ W i
m for all k; (ii) tk,i is in the support of ¿ km(⋅∣sk,im ) for all k; (iii) letting ¿̂ ∗,in (t∞,i∣⋅) be

the limit of ¿̂ k,in (t∣⋅), ∫
W̃n

¿̂∞,0
n (t∞,0∣sn)− ¿̂∞,1

n (t∞,1∣sn) dsn > 0. Obviously tk,0 > tk,1 for all k

and hence
∫
Sn

¿̂∞,0
n (t∞,0∣sn)− ¿̂∞,1

n (t∞,1∣sn) dsn > 0 as well.
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Wm(x) = {sm ∣ p̄∗n(sn, sm) ≥ x}

x

Wm

p̄∗n(sn, sm)

sm
0

1

Figure 2

Letting s∞,i
m be the limit of sk,im , we have from the previous step that ½∗m(s

∞,i
m , t∞,i

m ) =∫
Sn
[vm(s

∞,i
m , sn)− b]¿̂∞n (t∞,i

m ∣sn)fm(sn∣s∞,i
m ) dsn = #m(s

∞,i
m ). This implies, for i = 1, that

∫
Sn

vm(s
∞,1
m , sn)¯(sn)fm(sn∣s∞,1

m ) dsn∫
Sn

¯(sn)fm(sn∣s∞,1
m ) dsn

⩽ b

where ¯(sn) = ¿̂∞n (t∞,0∣sn) − ¿̂∞n (t∞,1∣sn). By Assumption (6), the same expression using

s∞,0
m in place of s∞,1

m would be a strict inequality since s∞,0
m < s∞,1

m . Thus, limk ½
k
m(s

k,0
m , tk,1)

is strictly greater than limk ½
k
m(s

k,0
m , tk,0), which is the desired contradiction. ∙

It is easy to show using the previous step that the support of ¿ ∗n is a singleton for a.e.

sn ∈ Wn and that this function is then weakly increasing, a fact not used below.

We come now to the final step. For those signals sn ∈ Wn for which n bids b in the

equilibrium ¾∗ of G∗, Step 5 shows that the amount #∗
n(sn) by which the equilibrium payoff

µ∗n(sn) exceeds the payoff »∗n(sn) from bidding b and winning only if m’s bid is strictly less,

cannot be so large as to imply always winning when m also bids b, and that therefore bidder

n prefers to bid slightly more than b. Thus Step 5 obtains a contradiction to the conclusion

of Lemma 4.4 that ¾∗ is an equilibrium of G∗, and thereby a contradiction to the initial

hypothesis that m’s strategy ¾∗
m induces an atom at the bid b.

Step 5. Fix a generic signal sn ∈ Wn. By Steps 2 and 3, #∗
n(sn) and p∗n(sn,Wm) are both

positive. The incremental payoff is

#∗
n(sn) =

∫

Wm

[vn(sn, sm)− b]¿ ∗m(T ∣sm)p̄∗n(sn, sm)fn(sm∣sn) dsm .

For each x ∈ [0, 1], define the set Wm(x) ≡ { sm ∈ Wm ∣ p̄∗n(sn, sm) ⩾ x }. Figure 2 illustrates

a possible form of p̄∗n(sn, sm) and Wm(x) for the case that Wm is an interval.
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By Step 3, Wm(x) is monotonically nonincreasing in x. One can therefore express #∗
n(sn)

as the double integral

#∗
n(sn) =

∫

Wm

∫

[0,1]

[vn(sn, sm)− b]1Wm(x)(sm)¿
∗
m(T ∣sm)fn(sm∣sn) dx dsm,

where 1Wm(x)(⋅) is the indicator function for Wm(x). For each x and signal sn, define

un(x, sn) =

∫

Wm(x)

[vn(sn, sm)− b]¿ ∗m(T ∣sm)fn(sm∣sn) dsm .

Then reversing the order of integration above yields the alternative formula

#∗
n(sn) =

∫

[0,1]

un(x, sn) dx .

If un(x, sn) > 0 for some x then for all x1 ⩽ x ⩽ x2, un(x1, sn) ⩾ un(x2, sn), with the

inequality being strict if Wm(x1) ∖ Wm(x2) has positive measure. To prove this, let sm(x)

be the essential supremum of Wm(x). Since un(x, sn) > 0, Wm(x) has positive measure

and sm(x) is well-defined. Also, vn(sn, sm(x)) > b, since otherwise by Assumption (5),

vn(sn, sm) ⩽ b for all sm ∈ Wm(x) and then un(x, sn) ⩽ 0. Fix x1 < x ⩽ x2 and for

each i = 1, 2, let sm(xi) be the essential supremum of Wm(xi). By the monotonicity of

Wm(⋅), sm(x1) ⩾ sm(x2), where the inequality is strict if Wm(x1) ∖ Wm(x2) has positive

measure. Observe that for each sm(x) ⩽ sm ⩽ sm(x1), vn(sn, sm) > b, and thus un(x1, sn) is

strictly positive. If un(x2, sn) is non-positive then one is done. Otherwise, if un(x2, sn) > 0,

then vn(sn, sm(x2)) > b and thus, again by Assumption (5), for all sm(x2) ⩽ sm ⩽ sm(x1),

vn(sn, sm) > b. Thus, un(x1, sn) > un(x2, sn).

Since #∗
n(sn) is greater than zero, un(x, sn) > 0 for some x. Therefore, the preceding

paragraph implies that un(x, sn) ⩽ un(0, sn) for all x, and hence

#∗
n(sn) ⩽

∫

Wm

[vn(sn, sm)− b]¿ ∗m(T ∣sm)fn(sm∣sn) dsm .

Observe that this inequality must be strict for a.e. sn ∈ Wn. Otherwise, when n’s signal

is sn he wins with probability one against every signal sm ∈ Wm of bidder m, which in an

equilibrium is not possible outside a set of measure zero in Wn.

To finish the proof, we show that when the above inequality is strict bidder n with signal sn

prefers some bid b′ > b for all large k. Indeed, first observe that b < v∗, since otherwise, the

payoff µ∗n(sn) ⩽ 0 (the maximum value is v∗ and if it equals the bid b, then bidder n cannot

make a profit in any event). Then, observe that the total payoff »∗n(sn) +
∫
Wm

[vn(sn, sm) −
b]¿ ∗m([0, 1]∣sm)fn(sm∣sn) dsm is the right-hand limit of ¼+

n (sn, b, ¾
∗
m). So, if the inequality is
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strict then one can choose b′ > b that is a point of continuity and such that ¼+
n (sn, b

′, ¾∗
m) >

»∗n(sn) + #∗
n(sn). But that is impossible since by definition »∗n(sn) + #∗

n(sn) = µ∗n(sn) and

therefore ¼+
n (sn, b

′, ¾∗
m) > µ∗n(sn), contradicting the initial supposition that µ∗n(sn) is n’s

equilibrium payoff when his signal is sn. ∙
The contradiction obtained in Step 5 implies the falsity of the initial hypothesis that

bidder m’s strategy induces an atom at the bid b, and thereby concludes the proof of Lemma

4.5. □

In sum, Lemma 4.4 establishes that a limit point ¾∗ of the equilibria ¾k of the auxiliary

games Gk is an equilibrium of G∗, and Lemma 4.5 establishes that ¾∗ does not induce atoms

in the distribution of any bidder’s bids. Hence the probability of tied bids is zero and

therefore ¾∗ is also an equilibrium of the auction game G, regardless of the tie-breaking rule.

This verifies Theorem 4.1.

Remark. Assumptions (5) and (6) are invoked only in Steps 2, 3, and 4 of Lemma 4.5.

Without these assumptions, the proof shows how to generate an endogenous tie-breaking

rule, as in [4]. For each bid b at which there is an atom, of which there is a countable

number, the limiting probabilities p∗n(sn, sm) and p∗m(sm, sn) give the relative odds of sn or

sm winning if both bid b and then report their signals truthfully. In the event of a tie at

such a bid b, the incentive to truthfully report one’s signal is obtained from the fact that

the limit payoff #∗
n(sn) maximizes ½∗n(sn, t) and that misreporting one’s signal, say s̃n ∈ Wn

instead of sn, obtains limk ½
k
n(sn, t̃

k) as the payoff, where t̃k is a sequence converging to a t̃

in the support of ¿ ∗n(⋅∣s̃n), and for which t̃k is in the support of ¿ kn(⋅∣s̃kn) for a sequence of s̃kn
converging to s̃n.

5. Concluding Remarks

In auction theory, most existence theorems focus on equilibria in pure strategies that

are strictly increasing in bidders’ signals. Like Theorem 4.1 here, monotone pure-strategy

equilibria obviate discontinuities due to tie-breaking rules because they induce nonatomic

distributions of bids. However, these theorems rely on unrealistically strong assumptions

about the joint distribution of signals, such as affiliation.7 In contrast, the theorem here

establishes existence of an equilibrium in mixed strategies using weak assumptions about

7De Castro [1, Theorem 3.1] proves that the subset of continuous density functions that are not affiliated
is open and dense. He examines various plausible weaker properties and establishes for some that there need
not exist equilibria in increasing pure strategies. He also shows that an auction with private values jointly
distributed according to a density that is piecewise constant has pure-strategy equilibria, and an example
for which no pure strategy equilibrium is increasing.
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the distribution of bidders’ signals and their value functions.8 In general we see advantages

to distinguishing between those assumptions sufficient for existence of equilibria, and those

that ensure pure strategies and monotonicity.

The proof of Theorem 4.1 brings additional advantages. One is that the auxiliary game

induces a well-defined fixed-point problem in the space of behavioral strategies, a feature

absent from previous work. This problem necessarily has essential sets of fixed points for

which every perturbation of the problem has a nearby fixed point. As shown by the proof

in Section 4, limit points of these nearby fixed points are equilibria of both the auxiliary

game and the auction game. Because essential fixed points are those for which the Leray-

Schauder index is nonzero, there is the further possibility of distinguishing between those

with positive and negative indices, since it is known that in finite games those with positive

and negative indices are dynamically stable and unstable, respectively, under monotone

adjustment processes.
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